
Equipmentville USA LLC
Terms and Conditions

TERMS OF USE

These usage terms, in conjunction with any associated documents, outline the conditions under which you
are allowed to utilize our platform, Equipmentville USA ("our site"). Your use of our site implies your
acknowledgment, comprehension, and consent to abide by these usage terms. If you disagree, refrain from
using our site. We advise you to retain a printed copy of these terms for your future reference.

We reserve the right to periodically amend these usage terms. It is advisable to periodically review this
page, as any alterations will be immediately effective and obligatory for you. Our site's content may be
periodically updated and modified to ensure accuracy. While we strive to promptly incorporate new
content, we cannot assure a specific timeline for these updates.

GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF USE AND ACCESS

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

We hold the ownership or authorized licenses for all intellectual property rights associated with our site,
as well as the content it showcases. These creations are safeguarded by global copyright laws and
agreements. All of these rights are safeguarded and retained. You shall indemnify us in any grievances,
harm, legal obligations, court proceedings, and any subsequent outcomes stemming from violations of
regulations pertaining to third-party rights, such as (solely provided as an example) copyrights,
trademarks, patents, intellectual and industrial property rights, unfair competition, and defamation. These
responsibilities apply to your interactions with our site and utilization of its materials. This implies that
you will be fully accountable for any harm or loss we incur due to your violations.

ACCEPTABLE USE

You are permitted to print, copy, and download excerpts of page(s) from our site solely for your personal
use. Additionally, you can bring relevant content on our site to the attention of colleagues within your
organization for internal, informative, and non-commercial purposes.

Modifying or changing any content, materials, or portions of our site is not allowed. You must not use (a)
illustrations, photographs, videos, audio sequences, or any graphics separately from their accompanying
text, or (b) text separately from accompanying illustrations, photographs, videos, audio sequences, or any
graphics.



Retaining indications of ownership on any content sourced from our site is required; claiming it as your
own or that of another entity or individual is prohibited. Using any part of our site's content for
commercial purposes necessitates obtaining a license from us or our licensors.
Uploading copies or downloads of our site's content onto networked computers, publishing them, or
making any statements or actions related to them (including statements regarding their accuracy) that
could result in liability for us is not allowed.

Should you print, copy, or download any portion of our site in violation of these terms of use, your right
to use our site will terminate immediately. At our discretion, you must either return or destroy any copies
of the content you have obtained.

YOUMUST NOT:

1. Gain access to, or attempt to gain access to, sections of our site that are not meant for public use
(including, but not limited to, areas designated for website administration).

2. Make changes, modify, or reverse engineer any element of our site.
3. Carry out activities like web scraping, web harvesting, or extracting web data, or any similar data

collection actions.
4. Utilize AI, robots, spiders, scrapers, or any other automated means to access our site.
5. Undertake actions that unreasonably or disproportionately burden our infrastructure, at our sole

discretion.
6. Duplicate, replicate, alter, or produce derivative works from any content present on our site. This

includes distributing or displaying such content publicly, generating reports, or compiling data or
content in any form.

7. Circumvent any measures we implement to prevent or restrict access to our site, which includes
our robot exclusion headers.

8. Make attempts to disrupt or interfere with the proper functioning of our site, or with the usage of
our site by others. Similarly, using our site as a means to disrupt our own networks or those of
others is strictly prohibited.

9. Probe, scan, or test the weaknesses of our sites or any associated networks.
10. Deliberately tamper with any data, documents, or content available through our site.
11. Introduce viruses or knowingly transmit them to our network and computer systems, resulting in

harm to our sites, us, and other users, or negatively impact our reputation.
12. Assume the identity of another person or entity, or misrepresent your affiliation with any

individual or entity.
13. Provide assistance, encouragement, or permission to others to engage in any of the activities

mentioned above.

The proscriptions delineated above stand as inviolable, irrespective of the modalities employed,
encompassing, yet not confined to, methodologies involving hacking or the insinuation of worms, trojans,
viruses, unendorsed, pernicious, or deleterious code, or any other detrimental software entity (collectively
termed as "viruses"). In contravention of this stipulation, the potential for transgressing an offense under
any State and/or Federal law is applicable. Subsequent to any such transgression, diligent communication
shall be undertaken with the appropriate custodians of legal jurisprudence, effectively apprising them of



the transgressing incident, and embracing a policy of utmost collaboration, which extends to the
disclosure of your personal identity. Concomitantly, the occurrence of such an infraction will terminate
your entitlement to access our digital domain.

The immunity of our virtual precinct from impregnability, or the presence of aberrations and viruses,
cannot be unequivocally ensured. It is incumbent upon you to diligently configure your information
technology infrastructure, computer protocols, and platform architecture to seamlessly interface with our
digital arena. In this regard, it is strongly recommended that you implement proprietary virus safeguard
protocols to safeguard your digital device(s).


